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Overview 
 
IT administrators today need to be able to distribute software in a controlled 
manner. Because users need so many applications to be productive, the 
distribution process is becoming an increasingly tedious, time consuming 
and costly one—one that often requires a dedicated team to manage 
efficiently. All this is happening when budget dollars and staff time are 
desperately needed for new projects.  
 
As organizations get larger and the number of remote users increases, it is 
important to have a Software Distribution platform that can automate tasks, 
monitor status and reach devices that are not on the LAN. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
KNet MaaS Software Distribution 
Service 
KNet MaaS’s Software Distribution service gives 
IT administrators centralized control over the 
software distribution process. It provides easy-to-
use cloud-based package management and 
distribution capabilities from a central 
management portal. 
 
IT administrators can easily manage their 
company’s package library and initiate 
deployments from any standard web browser to 
ensure that systems are always up to date, on or 
off the LAN. 
 
It provides: 
 

 Self-service capability to distribute packages 

 Secure, cloud-based package storage and 

 management functionality  

 Secure package delivery, optimized by 
content Delivery Networks (CDNs), which 
provide increased 

 scalability, performance and availability 

 The ability to automatically restart an 
interrupted download. If the Internet 
connection is interrupted, KNet MaaS will 
resume the download when the connection is 
restored 

 The ability to download a package, or to 
download and automatically install it on the 
devices 

 The ability to distribute software to a specific 

 device, a group of devices, or all devices 

 Device-, distribution- and package-level 
tracking 

 Support for the following: 
o Pre-install & post-install 

notifications to the users 
o Automated device restart logic 
o Custom success criteria for 

installation validation 
 Audit reporting for all administrator actions 
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 Deploys quickly and cost-effectively, since no 
infrastructure or large software implementation is 
needed  

 Provides an extended reach to patch both on- and off-
LAN devices, protecting both the device and the data 
that resides on it   

 Improved visibility and control over device software 
inventory status  

 Simplified daily IT distribution workflows, from 
discovery, packaging and testing, through 
deployment, tracking and reporting  

 Reduced costs for distribution operations 
 

Self-Service Software Deployment 
KNet MaaS’s Software Distribution service provides an easy-to-use wizard that simplifies package creation and distribution. 
 

Detailed Distribution Reports 
KNet MaaS’s Software Distribution Service provides detailed information about distributions that have been scheduled. Detailed 
reports monitor the progress and show exact status of each distribution in real time. These reports give administrators the information 
they need to track the overall status of large distribution actions to ensure critical distributions are received in a timely fashion, and 
provide an audit history if needed.  
 
 
 

For More Information 
To learn more about our technology and services visit www.knet.com.au. 

104 Byng St, Orange NSW 2800 
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